Defective nuclear IKKα function in patients with ectodermal dysplasia with immune deficiency
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Ectodermal dysplasia with immune deficiency (EDI) is an immunological and developmental disorder caused by alterations in the gene encoding NF-κB essential modulator (NEMO; also known as IkB kinase γ subunit [IKKγ]). Missense mutations in the gene encoding NEMO are associated with reduced signal-induced nuclear translocation of NF-κB proteins, resulting in defective expression of NF-κB target genes. Here, we report 2 unrelated male patients with EDI, both of whom have normal NEMO coding sequences, but exhibit a marked reduction in expression of full-length NEMO protein. TLR4 stimulation of APCs from these patients induced normal cytoplasmic activation and nuclear translocation of NF-κB. However, cells deficient in full-length NEMO were defective in expression of NF-κB–regulated cytokines, such as IL-12, suggesting a downstream defect in chromatin accessibility for NF-κB transcription factors. TLR4-stimulated APCs from the patients were defective in IKKα-dependent H3 histone phosphorylation at the IL-12 promoter and recruitment of NF-κB heterodimers RelA and cRel to the promoter. Expression of a super-active form of IKKα restored IL-12 production in a NEMO knockout human monocytic cell line following LPS treatment. Our findings suggest that NEMO regulates the nuclear function of IKKα and offer new insights into the mechanisms underlying diminished NF-κB signaling in patients with EDI.

Introduction

Ectodermal dysplasia with immune deficiency (EDI) is an X-linked immunological and developmental disorder caused by mutations in the gene encoding NF-κB essential modulator (NEMO; also known as IkB kinase γ subunit [IKKγ]). NEMO is a regulatory subunit of the IkB kinase (IKK) complex, which also contains 2 structurally related catalytic subunits, IKKα and IKKβ (1). The IKK complex tightly controls the classical activation pathway of the NF-κB/Rel transcription factor family by promoting phosphorylation and degradation of cytosolic IkBs (2). Although IKKα and IKKβ have a high degree of amino acid homology, these kinases have distinct functional properties (3): IKKβ is primarily cytoplastic, whereas IKKα is present in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus (4). Gene-targeting studies in mice revealed that IKKβ and NEMO are critical for NF-κB activation in response to proinflammatory stimuli and microbial products. However, IKKα is not essential for cytokine-induced IkB degradation and primarily controls NF-κB–mediated gene expression by 2 mechanisms. The first involves a NEMO-independent NF-κB signaling pathway that is critical for lymphoid organ development and B cell maturation (5, 6). Following activation by NF-κB–inducing kinase (NIK), IKKα homodimers process NF-κB2 to produce the p52 subunit. The NF-κB p52 subunit then associates with another NF-κB family member, RelB, forming a dimer that migrates to the nucleus and stimulates target gene expression (7). This alternative NF-κB signaling pathway is activated by certain members of the TNF family, but not by pattern recognition receptors such as TLR4 (8). A second hypothesis involves a nucleosomal function for IKKα in response to proinflammatory stimuli. Recent reports demonstrate that IKKα is recruited to NF-κB–regulated promoters and phosphorylates specific residues of histone H3 upon activation by cytokines (9–12). However, the precise mechanism by which nuclear IKKα activity is regulated is not known.

The gene encoding NEMO lies on the X chromosome, and depending upon their severity, alterations in the NEMO gene lead to 2 allelic diseases: incontinentia pigmenti (IP) and EDI (13). IP corresponds to a complete loss of NEMO function and is typically lethal in utero in males. Female carriers of NEMO mutations exhibit abnormalities of teeth, hair, skin, nails, and the central nervous system. The severity of such abnormalities in females can be highly variable and depends on Lyonization of the X chromosome in individual cells. EDI results from hypomorphic coding mutations of NEMO that partially impair, but do not abolish, IKK complex–dependent phosphorylation and subsequent degradation of cytoplasmic inhibitors of NF-κB (14, 15). Male patients with EDI exhibit abnormal development of ectoderm-derived structures and suffer from recurrent pyogenic infections involving deep-seated organs (16). We have previously demonstrated that B lymphocytes and APCs of individuals with a C417 mutation in the zinc finger domain of NEMO show a profound defect in CD40-mediated IkBα degradation that results in reduced NF-κB nuclear translocation and binding activity (15). In such patients, B cells stimulated with CD40 ligand lack both class-switch recombination and somatic hypermutation in the variable region of immunoglobulin (17). Furthermore, DCs fail to upregulate costimulatory molecules, secrete proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-12, or induce allogeneic T cell proliferation in response to CD40 stimulation (18).
In this study, we report 2 patients with typical features of EDI who fail to express normal levels of full-length NEMO, but do not have mutations in the coding region of the NEMO gene. Interestingly, TLR4-induced cytoplasmic activation and nuclear localization of NF-κB is well conserved in DCs of these patients, whereas expression of NF-κB target genes such as IL-12 is profoundly impaired. The defect in expression of NF-κB target genes is associated with failure to recruit IKKα and IKKβ to certain NF-κB-responsive promoters. These results define a new and unexpected function of NEMO in the regulation of the NF-κB signaling pathway.

Results

Reduced levels of full-length NEMO in patients with EDI. This study describes 2 unrelated male subjects (P1 and P2) who displayed the classic features of EDI, an X-linked recessive disorder associated with mutations in the NEMO gene. We sequenced the coding region of the NEMO gene and 30 other genes, some of which were closely associated with the NF-κB signaling cascade, and did not find any mutations (data not shown). We next measured the expression of NEMO protein in peripheral mononuclear cells (PMCs) from both patients and 2 healthy (control 1 [C1] and C2) individuals by immunoblotting. In contrast with that in healthy subjects, NEMO expression was barely detectable in cellular extracts from the 2 patients (Figure 1A). Multiple cell subsets from the hematopoietic compartment were analyzed, and reduced NEMO expression was always observed (data not shown). To determine whether reduced NEMO protein levels correlate with reduced gene expression, we isolated total mRNA from the affected male patients and controls, and amplified NEMO using specific primers. Semiquantitative analysis with β-actin as a control showed reduced expression of the NEMO transcript in patient cells (Figure 1B), suggesting that the defect lies upstream of NEMO protein synthesis. To further confirm reduced NEMO expression in patient cells, we used flow cytometry (19) to quantitate intracellular NEMO in immune cells. Consistent with the results of immunoblotting, we observed an approximately 5-fold reduction in NEMO expression in patient cells (relative NEMO expression level of 16% and 12% for P1 and P2, respectively, compared with control) (Figure 1C). We also had the opportunity to perform this analysis on cells from the mothers of both patients and P2’s sister. As shown in Figure 1D, the vast majority of cells from both mothers expressed a normal level of NEMO, while a distinct population of cells demonstrated reduced NEMO expression. In contrast, 54% of cells from P2’s sister expressed normal levels of NEMO and 46% of her cells showed reduced expression. Because 1 of the 2 X chromosomes in females is subject to lyonization, these observations in carrier females suggest an X-linked pattern of inheritance and implicate NEMO as the disease susceptibility gene in these 2 kindreds.

A genomic rearrangement leads to reduced NEMO expression in patient P2. A NEMO pseudogene (ΔNEMO) is located telomeric to the coding NEMO gene on the X chromosome (20). The start codon for NEMO is located in exon 2, whereas ANEMO contains only exons 3–10 and is therefore not expressed. Because segmental duplication of genes in the mammalian genome provides substrates for homologous recombination, we looked for a rearrangement between NEMO and ANEMO as a cause of reduced NEMO levels. Southern blot analysis and direct sequencing of genomic regions that span NEMO introns did not reveal a genomic abnormality in patient P1; however, in patient P2, we identified a nucleotide sequence in intron 2 of NEMO that corresponded to the 3′ UTR region of the CTAG2/LAGE1 gene that normally neighbors ANEMO. A schematic representation of the genomic rearrangement is depicted in Figure 2A. To confirm the presence of this sequence modification in P2, we designed primers complementary to NEMO exon 2 and the ANEMO 5′ domain, as shown in
Figure 2B. A set of primers for IRF7 was simultaneously used in the PCR reaction as an internal control. As expected, an amplicon of the predicted size of 1.1 kb was detected for the patient (P2), but not for the healthy individuals (Figure 2B). The experiment was repeated with cells from the patient’s mother (M2), and an identical band was detected, indicating that she also carries the genomic rearrangement. To determine how this sequence alteration in the second intron might affect NEMO expression, we performed a computational analysis of genomic NEMO sequences from different species. This analysis identified a highly conserved region in intron 2 that may function as a noncoding regulatory element for NEMO gene transcription (Figure 2C).

Impaired expression of NF-κB–regulated cytokines in patient cells. To evaluate the impact of reduced NEMO expression on immune function, we first measured the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines after stimulation of patient PMCs with various stimuli. Both P1 and P2 failed to secrete IL-12p70 in response to CD40L, LPS, Staphylococcus aureus Cowan strain I (SAC), and peptidoglycan (PGN) in the presence of IFN-γ (Figure 3A). We next stimulated DCs generated from patient’s monocytes (monocyte-derived DCs [MoDCs]) with the TLR4 ligand (LPS) for 3 and 6 hours and measured IL-12p35 and IL-12p40 transcripts by quantitative real-time RT-PCR. In contrast with normal MoDCs, IL-12p35 expression was not detectable and IL-12p40 mRNA production was markedly reduced in MoDCs from both patients (Figure 3A). The secretion of TNF-α in response to CD40L plus IFN-γ or LPS plus IFN-γ was also diminished in patient PMCs (data not shown). T cell cytokine production was also tested using stimulation with anti-CD3 or phytohemagglutinin (PHA) in the presence or absence of IL-12. In contrast to that in normal individuals, IFN-γ production by patient cells was greatly reduced after both anti-CD3 and PHA stimulation (Figure 3B). Interestingly, the addition of IL-12 partially rescued the expression of IFN-γ. Together, these results suggest that low NEMO levels have an impact on the signaling cascade, leading to reduced secretion of NF-κB–regulated cytokines.

NF-κB and MAPK activity are preserved in patient MoDCs. The cellular responses to immune stimuli in EDI patients with coding NEMO mutations are usually associated with NF-κB and MAPK signaling defects (15, 17, 21). We thus subjected MoDCs from controls and patients with reduced full-length
NEMO to LPS stimulation and then analyzed the extracts of stimulated cells by immunoblotting with antibodies specific for proximal NF-κB and MAPK intermediates. Whereas control MoDCs displayed easily detectable phospho-IKKα/IKKβ, patient MoDCs displayed greatly reduced phosphorylation of these 2 kinases. Interestingly, this reduced phosphorylation of IKK kinases was not associated with the expected impairment of IκBα degradation (Figure 4A). Indeed, protein quantification by densitometry revealed that IκBα degradation, while reduced in patient MoDCs, was still relatively preserved when compared with that in the control (Figure 4A). We next characterized MAPK signaling events in patient MoDCs (Figure 4A). In response to LPS, phosphorylation of ERK and JNK in patient MoDCs occurred normally despite reduced NEMO levels (Figure 4B). Hence, these results indicate that reduced expression of full-length NEMO is not associated with marked defects in IκBα and MAPK processing following LPS stimulation (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI42534DS1).

Following IκBα degradation, released NF-κB molecules translocate from the cytoplasm to the nucleus where they activate target gene expression through association with NF-κB promoters. Using immunostaining and confocal microscopy, we next investigated the subcellular distribution of RelA and cRel in MoDCs following LPS stimulation. As shown in Figure 4B, migration of RelA and cRel from the cytoplasm to the nuclei proceeded normally in control MoDCs, and maximal nuclear accumulation of both transcription factors was observed after 1 hour of LPS stimulation (Figure 4B). Interestingly, nuclear translocation of RelA and cRel was also noted in LPS-stimulated patient MoDCs (Figure 4B). Using computational analysis of acquired images, we found that the relative distribution of RelA and cRel between the nucleus and cytoplasm of LPS-stimulated MoDCs from patients with reduced expression of full-length NEMO was comparable to that in control MoDCs (Figure 4C). Next, we determined the DNA binding activity of both transcription factors using an NF-κB DNA-binding ELISA assay. Binding of both RelA and cRel to NF-κB–specific oligonucleotides was readily detectable in cellular extracts prepared from LPS-stimulated patient MoDCs at levels equivalent to those observed in LPS-stimulated control MoDCs (Figure 4D). Taken together, these results indicate that very low levels of full-length NEMO in MoDCs are sufficient for cytoplasmic activation, nuclear translocation, and DNA-binding of NF-κB molecules upon TLR4 stimulation.

**Impaired recruitment of RelA and cRel to IL-12 promoters in patient MoDCs.** Although reduced NEMO expression does not prevent nuclear transport or DNA binding of NF-κB molecules, stimulation-induced expression of NF-κB–regulated cytokines was impaired in patient cells. We therefore used chromatin immunoprecipitation assays to determine whether RelA and cRel were recruited to the promoters of NF-κB target genes. In agreement with previously published results, LPS treatment of normal MoDCs induced recruitment of RelA to the IL-12p40 promoter, but no binding was detectable at the IL-12p35 promoter (Figure 5). Recruitment of cRel to the IL-12p35 promoter was evident in normal MoDCs after 30 minutes of stimulation with LPS and reached a maximum at 60 minutes (Figure 5). Binding was also observed for cRel on the IL-12p40 promoter at 60 minutes in LPS-stimulated normal MoDCs. The GAPDH promoter does not have known consensus NF-κB–binding sites, and as expected, neither RelA nor cRel bound to the GAPDH promoter (Figure 5). In sharp contrast to the binding of cRel to the IL-12 promoter in normal MoDCs, there was no detectable association of cRel at the IL-12p35 and –p40 promoters in LPS-treated patient MoDCs (Figure 5). Moreover, although RelA bound to the IL-12p40 promoter in LPS-treated patient MoDCs, binding was transient and was not detectable at 60 minutes of LPS stimulation. These results indicate that the defective production of IL-12 in cells expressing low levels of NEMO protein may be due to impaired recruitment of NF-κB molecules at the IL-12 promoter.
Figure 4
NF-κB and MAPK activity are preserved in patient MoDCs. (A) Reduced levels of NEMO expression did not alter LPS-stimulated NF-κB and MAPK activity. Control and patient MoDCs were stimulated with LPS (2.5 μg/ml) for the indicated times; then proteins were extracted and subjected to Western blot analysis. Blots were probed with antibodies to NEMO, IKKα, IKKβ, phospho-IKKα/β (p-IKKα/β), IκBα, or GAPDH. Representative data from 2 independent experiments are shown. (B) Reduced NEMO expression does not affect NF-κB nuclear migration and DNA binding upon LPS stimulation. After LPS activation, MoDCs were fixed, permeabilized, and immunostained with anti-RelA antibody (left panels, red) or anti-cRel antibody (right panels, green) together with a nuclear-specific marker (blue). Original magnification, ×40. (C) Quantification of nuclear RelA and cRel staining. 15 images were selected for quantification. Data shown are mean ± SD. SI, stimulation index. (D) In cellular extracts prepared from LPS-activated (2.5 μg/ml) MoDCs, NF-κB DNA–binding activity was measured by ELISA (TransAM). One experiment of 2 is shown.
Reduced NEMO expression is associated with reduced nuclear IKKα phosphorylation. It has recently been shown that IKKα functions in the nucleus to regulate gene expression through its association with NF-κB-responsive promoters and subsequent phosphorylation of Ser10 on the N-terminal tail of histone H3 (10, 12). To address whether reduced levels of full-length NEMO affect the activation of nuclear IKKα, we stimulated patient and control MoDCs with LPS and measured the phosphorylation of IKKα in nuclear lysates by Western blot with antibody specific for phospho-IKKα. Endogenous IKKα can be detected in nucleus and cytoplasm of MoDCs, whereas NEMO and IKKβ are primarily in the cytoplasm. Following LPS stimulation of MoDCs from controls, phosphorylation of nuclear IKKα was detectable at 15 minutes and maintained for at least 60 minutes (Figure 6A). In contrast, there was no increase in nuclear IKKα phosphorylation in MoDCs from patients following LPS stimulation. These results suggest that NEMO can affect nuclear IKKα activation, which is distinct from its previously described role in regulating the phosphorylation of IκB proteins by the IKK complex.

Defective IKKα binding at the IL-12 promoter in patient DCs. To address whether nuclear IKKα is involved in IL-12 expression, we measured association of IKKα with the IL-12 promoter in LPS-stimulated MoDCs. As shown in Figure 6B, we found that IKKα is recruited to IL-12p35 and IL-12p40 promoters in control MoDCs treated with LPS for 30 and 60 minutes. In contrast, patient MoDCs completely lacked IKKα binding to the IL-12p35 promoter, and IKKα recruitment to the IL-12p40 promoter was clearly delayed compared with that of normal cells stimulated with LPS (Figure 6B). These findings indicate that recruitment of IKKα to the IL-12 promoter is defective in LPS-stimulated MoDCs expressing reduced levels of NEMO. Because IKKα has been shown to phosphorylate histone H3 on Ser10, we measured the kinetics of LPS-mediated association of phosphorylated histone H3 with the IL-12p35 and IL-12p40 promoters. ChIP assays of control MoDCs demonstrated that LPS treatment led to increased levels of phosphorylated H3 at the IL-12p35 and IL-12p40 promoters at 30 and 60 minutes (Figure 6C). In contrast, no modified histone H3 was detected at either the IL-12p35 or IL-12p40 promoter following LPS treatment of patient MoDCs (Figure 6C). Neither IKKα binding nor H3 phosphorylation was detected at the GAPDH promoter in patient or control MoDCs. Taken together, these data suggest that NEMO is important for binding of IKKα and enhanced association of Ser10-phosphorylated histone H3 on the IL-12p35 and –p40 promoters in LPS-stimulated MoDCs.

IKKα (EE) expression in NEMO<sup>lo</sup> THP1 cells restores IL-12 production. It was important to confirm that a reduced level of full-length NEMO limits IKKα activity and IL-12 synthesis with an in vitro functional assay. We utilized both siRNA and lentivirus-based shRNA approaches to knock down NEMO expression in the monocytic cell line THP1. For siRNA NEMO knockdown, THP1 cells were transfected twice with a pool of 4 siRNAs targeting NEMO, and residual NEMO expression was determined by flow cytometry. As shown in Figure 7A, greater than 5-fold reduction in NEMO expression was observed in THP1 NEMO knockdown (NEMO<sup>lo</sup>) cells, which closely corresponded to NEMO protein levels in patient cells. We next determined whether low NEMO expression in THP1 affected NF-κB nuclear translocation following LPS activation. NEMO<sup>lo</sup> THP1 cells were stimulated with LPS, and nuclear NF-κB subunits RelA and cRel were detected by confocal microscopy. NEMO knockdown did not alter the nuclear translocation of RelA and cRel at 60 minutes after LPS treatment (Figure 7B). We also measured the formation of NF-κB DNA-binding complexes in NEMO<sup>lo</sup> THP1 after 4 hours stimulation with LPS. As expected, reduced levels of full-length NEMO in THP1 cells did not change the DNA-binding activity of RelA and cRel following LPS stimulation (Figure 7C).

To address whether IKKα is important for IL-12 synthesis, we used a lentiviral vector expressing shRNAs to specifically and stably knock down the expression of NEMO in THP1 cells. Semiquantitative PCR and Western blot were used to demonstrate shRNA knockdown for NEMO (Figure 7D). To determine whether direct complex between NEMO and IKKα is required for nuclear IKKα phosphorylation, THP1 cells with stable NEMO knockdown were transfected with either WT NEMO, empty vector, or a truncated form of NEMO lacking the aminoterminal α-helical region that has previously been shown to associate with a carboxyterminal segment of IKKα (22). Phosphorylation of IKKα was readily detected at 15 minutes and peaked at 30 minutes in nuclear lysates prepared from LPS-stimulated NEMO knockdown THP1 cells reconstituted with WT NEMO (Figure 7E). In contrast, minimal IKKα phosphorylation was noted in nuclear lysates prepared from NEMO knockdown THP1 cells following LPS stimulation or those reconstituted with the truncated form of NEMO that lacks IKKα binding. These results suggest that a stable complex consisting of IKKα and NEMO is required for nuclear IKKα activity. We next transfected the shRNA NEMO knockdown THP1 cell line with a constitutively active kinase mutant IKKα (EE) plasmid construct where the phospho-acceptor sites are converted to glutamic acids. THP1 NEMO knockdown cells transfected with...
IKKα (EE) or empty vector were then treated with LPS, and IL-12 was measured in supernatants with antigen-specific ELISA. IL-12 production was markedly increased following LPS stimulation in NEMO knockdown THP1 cells transfected with IKKα (EE), whereas IL-12 production was unchanged in control cells (Figure 7F). These results indicate that IKKα (EE) overexpression rescues the defect in LPS-mediated IL-12 production in cells with reduced expression of full-length NEMO.

**Discussion**

The transcription factor NF-κB regulates expression of genes involved in multiple cellular processes, including immune and inflammatory responses, cell adhesion, and cell survival. Mutations in the genes encoding NF-κB essential modulator NEMO and the NF-κB inhibitor IkBα cause EDI, a clinical disorder characterized by severe immune deficiency, with reduced or absent sweat glands and hair follicles. The study of such individuals has provided insight into the role of the IKK signalosome in NF-κB activation; however, much less is known about the function of NEMO in downstream signaling events. In this study, we describe 2 unrelated individuals with reduced expressed of full-length NEMO who have no mutations in the NEMO coding sequence. These patients exhibit clinical features of ectodermal dysplasia with a history of recurrent pyogenic infections indicative of immune deficiency. Our finding that NEMO is weakly expressed in these individuals shows for what we believe is the first time that EDI can be caused by noncoding mutations that affect NEMO expression. Moreover, the identification of a genomic rearrangement involving the second intron in 1 patient suggests that the UTR region of NEMO may contain a regulatory element that is important for transcript stability and therefore protein synthesis. The fact that this second intronic region is highly conserved among several species is consistent with this hypothesis and warrants further investigation.

As is the case for EDI patients with mutations in the coding region of NEMO, PMCs from both P1 and P2 were defective in the expression of NF-κB–regulated proinflammatory cytokines. Reduced IL-12 production was also observed in LPS-stimulated NEMO knockdown THP1 cells, indicating that normal expression levels of full-length NEMO are required for induction of cytokines following stimulation. Coding mutations in NEMO inhibit activation and nuclear translocation of NF-κB following stimulation, resulting in defective expression of NF-κB target genes. Unexpectedly, APCs from both patients expressing low levels of full-length NEMO had preserved cytoplasmic activation and nuclear translocation of NF-κB following stimulation, but were defective in binding of NF-κB to the cytokine IL-12 promoter. This failure to recruit NF-κB at the IL-12 promoter was associated with impaired nuclear phosphorylation of IKKα as well as a failure of IKKα to bind to the IL-12 promoter and phosphorylate histone H3. Combined with similar findings in THP1 cells with RNAi-mediated NEMO knockdown, our data define a mechanism for nuclear IKKα activation that requires expression of full-length NEMO. Thus, these findings suggest that NEMO plays a role in the induction of NF-κB–responsive genes through a mechanism that is distinct from IKK complex–mediated degradation of the inhibitors of NF-κB.

Coding mutations in NEMO occur throughout the protein and generally affect NF-κB signaling function through impaired degradation of IkBα (13–15). Integration of these NEMO mutations with biochemical analysis has revealed an important role for K63-linked polyubiquitin chains in this degradation process (18, 23, 24). The majority of NEMO mutations in EDI patients are located in the zinc finger domain, which is a site for lysine...
cells in a CRM1-dependent manner supports this hypothesis (32).

However, NEMO does not exhibit increased nuclear translocation in response to LPS treatment (Supplemental Figure 2). IKK complexes are available to phosphorylate free IKKα. Indeed, proteosomal degradation of NEMO also lack the typical feature of ectodermal dysplasia (34). Macrophages isolated from these animals have preserved degradation of IkBα following stimulation by a variety of immune stimuli, yet the synthesis of IL-12 was virtually absent. It is interesting to speculate on whether the impairments of NF-κB–directed gene expression that are associated with other NEMO mutations also result from defective nuclear function of IKKα.

In summary, in this study, we describe 2 EDI patients with reduced expression of full-length NEMO protein caused by noncoding mutations. Impaired expression of NF-κB–induced cytokines in cells from these patients indicates that failure to express full-length NEMO results in the immune deficiency that is characteristic of EDI. Detailed analysis of the signaling abnormalities in these patients revealed a previously unappreciated role for NEMO in regulating IKKα function in the nucleus (see proposed model in Figure 7G).

Methods

Case report. We studied 2 kindreds, each containing 1 male patient with classical features of anhidrotic EDI at the Clinical Center (CRC) of the NIH (protocol 06-1-0049). At the time of the study, P1 was a 15-year-old male of mixed European descent and had a history of recurrent pneumonia and cellulitis in infancy that were successfully treated with antibiotics. At the age of 9 months, he was noted to have a marked reduction in serum γ-globulin levels and absent responses to protein and lipopolysaccharide antigens. Since then, he has been maintained on i.v. immunoglobulin therapy.

Cells of various blood lineages, including lymphoid subsets (CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, CD14, CD56), were present in normal numbers. The B cells were naive with invariable coexpression of IgD and IgM on the surface. His brother died at the age of 16 months due to pneumococcal meningitis.
At the time of the study, P2 was a 4-year-old African-American male who had multiple hospitalizations early in infancy for cellulitis, Gram-positive Bacillus bacteremia, and Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. A skin biopsy at 11 months demonstrated the absence of adenaxial tissue, with eczematous dermatitis and pigmentary incontinence. At 1 year of age, his serum immunoglobulin levels were as follows: IgG 172 (range 345–1213), IgA 9 (range 43–173), IgM 14 (range 14–106), IgE 25 (range 0.80–15.2). He was placed on i.v. γ globulin substitution therapy and trimethoprim/sulfamethizole, which reduced the frequency of infectious complications. By the age of 3, the patient was noted to have atopic symptoms consisting of asthma, atopic dermatitis, and adverse reactions to multiple foods, resulting in severe nutritional deficiency. His gastrointestinal symptoms initially improved with enteral feeding with an elemental formula. However, he subsequently developed eosinophilic colitis and failure to thrive. Treatment with immunosuppressive therapy and total parenteral nutrition was not successful, and his clinical course was notable by frequent line infections and sepsis. Blood lineage cells, including lymphoid subsets (CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, CD14, CD56), were present in normal numbers before transplantation.

**Cell culture and reagents.** PMCs were obtained by gradient density centrifugation of venous blood. MoDCs were prepared by culturing elutriated monocytes in RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, GM-CSF (Berlex Laboratories), and IL-4 (R&D Systems) for 6 days. The following reagents were used for stimulation: LPS (2.5 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich), CD40L (2.5 μg/ml; Amgen), IFN-γ (2,000 U/ml; Genzyme), SAC (1/10,000 w/v; Calbiochem), PGN (10 μg/ml; Invivogen), anti-CD3 (OKT3; 10 μg/ml; gift of Ortho Biotech), PHA (Invitrogen), and human recombinant IL-12p70 (10 ng/ml; R&D Systems).

**Western blotting.** Whole-cell extracts were prepared with a lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5% NP-40, 40 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM NaVO₃, 30 mM NaF, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM PMSE, and complete protease inhibitor mixture (Roche Diagnostics). Nuclear extracts were prepared using Nuclear Extract Kit from Active Motif. Briefly, cells were incubated in a hypotonic buffer for 15 minutes before addition of detergent. After brief centrifugation, the nuclei were resuspended in a complete lysis buffer according to the manufacturer’s instructions for 30 minutes. Supernatants containing soluble materials were heat denatured at 70°C for 10 minutes in a 4-fold dilution of NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (Invitrogen) supplemented with 2.5% 2-ME. Samples were resolved on a 7%–12% polyacrylamide gel (Invitrogen), and proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane and probed with specific antibodies against proteins of interest. Antibodies against NEMO (clone FL-419), GAPDH (0411), USF2 (C20), and RelA (C20) were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. Antibodies against IkBα, cRel, IKKβ, and phospho-IKKβ (Ser176/180) were from Cell Signaling Technologies. Detection was performed using HRP-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit or mouse IgG (GE Healthcare) and developed by the chemiluminescence method (GE Healthcare).

**Flow cytometry.** Cells were fixed and permeabilized using BD Cytofix/Cytoperm kit (BD Biosciences) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were incubated with either unconjugated mouse anti-NEMO (clone 54; BD Biosciences) at a final concentration of 1 μg/ml or an isotype control for 30 minutes at 4°C. After washing, PE-conjugated antibody was added (1:1000 dilution) for 30 minutes at 4°C in the dark. After a final wash, cells were resuspended in Perm/Wash Buffer and images were collected on a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences) flow cytometer. Acquired events were analyzed using FlowJo software (Treestar).

**Determination of NF-κB DNA-binding activity.** An ELISA-based method, TransAM (Active Motif), was used to quantify RelA and cRel DNA-binding activity according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cellular extracts (5 μg) from LPS-activated (2.5 μg/ml) MoDCs were incubated in wells that were precoated with KB consensus oligonucleotide. After washing, wells were incubated sequentially with anti-RelA or anti-cRel antibody and secondary HRP-conjugated antibody for 1 hour. Detection was performed by addition of a developing solution, and absorbance was measured at 450 nm.

**ChIP.** ChIP assays were performed using ChIP-IT Express from Active Motif according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The primers and probes used for ChIP assays were as follows: IL-12p35 forward primer, 5′-CGAACATTTGCTTCTTCTGG-3′; IL-12p35 reverse primer, 5′-GCTGGATGACCTGTGCGC-3′; IL-12p40 forward primer, 5′-GCATACTGTTCTCCATCC-3′; IL-12p40 reverse primer, 5′-CTCTACTCCCTTCTGATGA-3′; GAPDH forward primer, 5′-TACGGGGTTTTACGGGGC-3′; and GAPDH reverse primer, 5′-TCGAGAAGGACAGAACAG-3′.

**NEMO siRNA.** Nontargeting or NEMO siRNA ON-TARGETplus SMARTpool oligonucleotides (Dharmacon) were constructed as follows: nontargeting, 5′-AUGACGGUGAAUUGUCAAT-3′; 5′-UAAGGUGUAAUGUGAGAUC-3′; 5′-AUGUAAUUGCCUGUAAUG-3′; 5′-UAGGCGUAAACACAUAA-3′; NEMO, 5′-AACAGGGGUGACGAUAUU-3′; 5′-GAAGGCGGUGAAGUGCUUU-3′; 5′-GAAGAUGCUGGCGGCUUU-3′; and 5′-GGAGACAGCAACUGUGGAU-3′. THP1 cells were plated in 24-well plates (1 x 10⁵ cells/well) in antibiotic-free medium and transfected with 100 nM siRNA using the siRNA-optimized transfection reagent Dharmafect II (Dharmacon) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. After 3 days, cell suspensions were split and a second transfection was carried out. Protein knockdown efficiency was measured after another 2 days by flow cytometry.

**Confocal microscopy.** MoDCs (1 x 10⁴/slide) were directly stimulated on poly-l-lysine-coated slides (Sigma-Aldrich) for the indicated time. Cells were then fixed with a 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 15 minutes at room temperature. Membrane permeabilization was achieved by incubation with a 0.1% Triton X-100 solution for 15 minutes at room temperature. After washing with PBS, cells were incubated with different combinations of specific antibodies in the presence of 1% BSA for 1 hour at room temperature. The following primary antibodies were used: mouse anti-RelA and rabbit anti-RelA (clones F-6 and C-20, respectively; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), rabbit anti-cRel (Cell Signaling Technologies), and mouse anti-NEMO (clone 54; BD Biosciences). Slides were washed and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit antibodies, Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-mouse antibodies (Invitrogen), and DAPI (1:500 dilution) for 30 minutes at room temperature. After extensive washing, slides were mounted with the SlowFade Light Antifade Kit (Invitrogen), and images were collected on a Leica TCS-NT/SP1 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems) using a x40 oil immersion objective (NA 1.32, zoom x4). Images were processed using Leica TCS-NT/SP software (version 1.6.587), Imaris 3.3.2 (Bitplane AG), and Adobe Photoshop 7.0.
shRNA-mediated NEMO silencing and plasmid transfection. To establish stable NEMO-knockdown THP1 cells, a set of SMARTVector shRNA Lentiviral Particles containing shRNAs targeted to human NEMO was purchased from Dharmaco. After transduction, cells were selected in the presence of puromycin (10 μg/ml) for 2 weeks. Cells that stably expressed the NEMO-silencing constructs were tested for GFP expression and NEMO expression, and the most efficiently knocked down cells were chosen for subsequent plasmid transfection. NEMO knockdown THP1 cells were transfected with Amaxa Nucleofector according to the manufacturer’s protocol. A total of 8 × 10^6 cells were transfected with 3.2 μg pEF1-miLKKα (EE) or vector control together with 0.8 μg pDsRed-Monomer-C1 (Clontech) expressing RFP to monitor transfection efficiency by FACS. After 24 hours, FACS analysis indicated 50%–60% transfection efficiency. Dead cells were removed by the Dead Cell Removal Kit (Milenyi Biotech), and live cells were transferred to medium containing LPS plus IFN-γ for an additional 24 hours. The amount of IL-12p70 in the medium was quantitated by ELISA (bioscience). For reconstitution in NEMO KD THP1 cells, lentivirus vector pLVX-IRES-Neo (Clontech) was used to clone δ 1–59 NEMO and WT NEMO. The QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) was used to introduce mutations in the wobble positions of the codons in the siRNA target region.

Mutation detection and sequence analysis. For genotyping analysis, DNA and total RNA were extracted from lymphocytes using standard methods. PCR of genomic DNA was performed with the GC Rich Kit (Roche Diagnostics) using the following PCR cycling conditions: 10 cycles with 1 minute extension followed by 22 cycles with an increment of 1 second per cycle. To detect the patient’s rearrangement, the following sets of primers were used: 5′-CCCCGTGCGCTTTGGAATGAT′-3′ (located in the exon 2 of NEMO gene) and 5′-TTACCTTTAGATGTCCGCTCG′-3′ (located between NEMO pseudogene and CTAG2/LAGE1 gene). As an internal control for PCR amplification, we used primers that flanked exons 8 and 9 from the IRF7 gene. 5′-TGTCACCTCTCCCCAAGGC-3′ and 5′-GACATCGCGCTCGTCTAGG1-3′. cDNA was obtained from RNA by RT-PCR using NEMO-specific primers. PCR products were purified and cycle sequenced at both the 5′ and 3′ ends using dye terminator dideoxynucleotides. Analysis of nucleotide sequences was performed using annotation available in NCBI. The genomic region of the NEMO gene in different species was analyzed using the software mVISTA (http://genome.lbl.gov/vista/mvista/submit.shtml).

Study approval. The 2 affected patients and healthy controls without immunological abnormalities were studied at the Clinical Center, NIAID, NIH, under an IRB-approved protocol (NIAID/NIH protocol 00-1-006) and with informed consent.
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